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Lipper on Eikon enhances productivity

The financial world is increasingly complex, and professionals across the spectrum who work with funds – whether open-end 
investment funds or exchange traded funds (ETFs) and other closed-end investments – have turned to Lipper as the trusted 
provider of fund data, independent research and evaluation tools for decades.
Now, the Lipper fund data and tools that help professionals transform ideas into action, manage risk, and market funds are 
available via Eikon, Refinitiv’s financial platform. Eikon enhances Lipper fund data with its clear, customizable displays and 
intuitive navigation – all of which make workflow more efficient for financial professionals.
Lipper fund data on Eikon supports a variety of financial professionals.

Asset Managers
Leverage our research and tailored actionable intelligence 
to help identify the most attractive funds, fund-of-funds, 
and top-performing managers.

Sell-Side Professionals
Global fund flows allow you to monitor and report on market trends, make meaningful fund 
comparisons and define positioning strategies in the most competitive way possible.

Traders
Data and analytics on ETFs and other closed-end funds help drive the most efficient  
trades possible.

Wealth Advisors
Lipper fund research data and thought leadership support 
investment discussions and fund selection. 

Private Bankers
Lipper fund research and analytics enable assessment of 
investment opportunities and decision making.
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Lipper provides transparent and reliable data and content

Lipper fund data is renowned in the industry for its quality, integrity, breadth and depth. Data transparency and objectivity are 
supported by Lipper’s fund classification methodology, which is continually reviewed to ensure that it strikes an even balance of 
consistency and flexibility in an evolving industry.

• Comprehensive data on more than 280,000 collective 
investments in 63 countries

• Over 400 homogenous groups of funds that provide the 
ability to compare like-for-like fund mandates

• Unmatched granularity, including finely calibrated 
performance and risk statistics that offer a complete picture 
of a fund

• A choice of style-based holdings classifications, proprietary 
fund association local market schemes or Lipper’s Global 
Classification of all funds

• Clearly defined methodology and finely tuned classification 
system Eikon provides vast Lipper data

FUND PROFILE DATA MARKET DATA (ETF AND 
CLOSEDEND FUNDS ONLY)

HOLDINGS DATA PRICE/PERFORMANCE/
TIME SERIES

• Benchmarks
• Classifications
• Company information
• Currency
• Domicile
• EU tax directive
• Fees and investments
• Fund attributes
• Fund manager
• Fund ratings
• Geographical focus
• Income information
• Investment objective
• Legal structure

• 52-week range
• Bid-ask spread
• Intraday pricing and volume
• Quote histories
• Real-time pricing

• Daily creation baskets 
(ETFs)

• Daily redemption baskets 
(ETFs)

• Daily tracking baskets 
(ETFs)

• Historical holdings  
(EIKON Portfolio Analytics)

• Latest full holdings
• Top 10 holdings

• Annualized standard 
deviation

• Beta
• Correlation
• Dividends
• Fund flows data
• Indexed performance
• Information ratio
• Jensen alpha
• Maximum drawdown
• Performance
• Price
• Risk/return ratio
• R-squared
• Sharpe ratio
• Single sum
• Total net asset histories
• Tracking error
• Treynor ratio
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Lipper Fund data and Eikon: a powerful combination

Eikon provides access to the industry’s most-trusted financial intelligence in a single integrated platform – with an elegant and 
intuitive interface and mobile compatibility.
By using Eikon to access Lipper Fund data, you’ll gain our Lipper Fund data capabilities, combined with information, analytics, 
and exclusive news on the financial markets.

Eikon keeps you informed, connected and empowered
• Better market access
• The most precise analysis, ratings, and benchmarking tools
• A single efficient workspace
• Virtually unrivaled universe of financial content and applications
• Integrated workflow and analytics solutions
• Efficient charting and reporting tools

Lipper Fund
data capabilities

on Eikon

Fund Views

Fund 
Routines

Global 
Fund Flows

Portfolio 
Analysis

Fund 
Screener

Eikon 
Functionality
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Dashboard Views: open- and closed-end fund overviews

ACCESS THE MOST RELEVANT FUND DATA AT A GLANCE

Eikon does not use a one-size-fits-all approach to its fund overview dashboards — instead enabling you to access two versions 
of the fund overview that display the relevant companies for open- and closed-end funds.
• Expertly assembled with the most frequently needed information
• Unnecessary and irrelevant components eliminated
• Offers intuitive Eikon navigation
•  Embedded tools and interactive visualizations across  

multiple views

Fund overviews for open-end investment funds
Comprehensive and timely global coverage, including:

• Price performance
• Total net asset value history
• Key attributes
• Classification
• Income information
• Top 10 holdings
• Fund ratings
• Fees and investments
• Performance
• Benchmarks
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Dashboard Views: continued

Fund overviews for ETFs and other closed-end funds
View real-time market data for ETF and closed end funds, including:

• 52-week range
• Bid-ask spread
• Intraday pricing and volume
• Quote histories
• Real-time pricing
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Fund Views: quantitative analysis

Quickly access and assess fund performance and risk statistics
• Measure against assigned benchmarks and Lipper Global Classifications
• Currency controls easily convert to the currency where the fund is registered for sale
• Adjust time periods to relate to calculation data — month-end, latest Friday and latest
• Export data to MS Excel®
• Customizable interactive charting displays performance or technical analysis components
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Fund Views: summary holdings

Assess the top 10 holdings data historically
• View top 10 holdings data for one year
• Review multiple component breakdowns and time periods simultaneously
• Export data to MS Excel
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Fund Views: full holdings

Analyze the latest complete holdings of any fund
• View includes links to quote lists and company overviews for individual stocks
• Access data for the latest weight/percentage of total net assets, number of shares held  

and the change in shares since last reporting
• Add securities to Eikon Monitor for more real-time data analysis
• Comprehensively assess the latest stocks within a fund
• Easily export information to MS Excel
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Global Fund Flows: fund flows and total net assets data

Sell-side research professionals gain effective insight
• Track global fund flows, historical flows and total net assets (TNA) data
• Navigate easily
• View estimated net sales: track the asset flows of open-end investment funds due to sales and 

redemptions, on a period-to-period basis
• Gain access to:

 – Geographical aggregations by fund domicile over one-day, one-week, one-month  
and one-year

 – Geographical aggregations with an overlay of asset type
 – Lipper Global Classification based aggregations

• Easily produce and schedule
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Fund Routines: customizable views

Wealth advisors and private bankers can streamline workflows 
and increase productivity
• Flexibly automate repetitive tasks
• Access our library of sample and preset Eikon routines for funds and ETFs
• Customize and build your own routines to access all of your fund content
• Generate Adobe PDFs
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Eikon Functionality: fact sheets and workflow tools

Eikon enables you to create fact sheets, build charts and 
integrate with MS Excel
Eikon is renowned for its reporting and charting functionality, which facilitates communication with 
investors, regulators and third-party partners.

• Fund fact sheets: choose from two new preformatted fact sheets for fund overview and  
asset allocation – easily created via an icon in the fund overview, quantitative analysis  
and holdings views

• MS Excel integration: Eikon enables fund data to be easily exported to MS Excel for  
integration with your proprietary data and other intelligence

• Charting: a selection of innovative Eikon charting capabilities let you turn sophisticated  
fund data and statistics into visually appealing charts to use in presentations and reports
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Eikon Functionality: Fund Screener

Customizable search across the Lipper database
• Flexibly define the competitive universe you want to review
• Choose from over 330 data points
• View static data, Lipper classifications and value-based information
• Save searches for future analysis
• Create user default searches
• Conduct basic static fund and index searches
• Perform sophisticated fund comparisons using a variety of criteria
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Eikon Functionality: fund report templates in Fund Screener

Gain a complete picture of a fund to identify investment 
opportunities
• Use a series of predefined templates to screen funds for performance, Lipper Leaders  

ratings, risk, fees and asset overview details
• Create custom templates using more than 240 data points
• Generate fund overviews
• Access quote lists
• Export results to MS Excel
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Visit refinitiv.com/eikon
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Resources and Contact

Access Lipper fund data on Eikon
The world’s most trusted source of fund performance data is available on our pre-eminent desktop solution.

Access Lipper fund data on Eikon to make your workflow more efficient.

For additional information on Eikon, click here.

EIKON SUPPORT

United States and Canada: 1-888-888-1082

For other regional numbers, go to  > Help > Contact Us.

You can contact RefinitivCustomer Support anytime using Eikon Messenger.

Click on the toolbar to open Messenger.

Then click Customer Support in the Ungrouped category of contacts and type your message.

refinitiv.com/eikon
https://www.refinitiv.com/en

